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No activity can go through space and time 
and not leave a fingerprint. 

Col. Oleg M. Nechiporenko, 
Former KGB intelligence officer 

PROLOGUE 

XV 

My viewpoint in writing this book is that of a prosecutor who 

is convinced of the guilt of the accused but must present a 
case to the jury and be challenged by an extremely powerful 
defense—1 write as an advocate for the prosecution. In other words, 
I state clearly up front where I am coming from and what I believe. 

This is not new: 

/ want a man to begin with the conclusion....1 look for good solid rea- 

sons from the start, luliich will instruct me in how to sustain their 

attack. 
—Michel de Montaigne (1533-1592) 

So, as you read, my bias will show through just as that of a trial law- 

yer when he is presenting his case in the courtroom. However—and 

this is very important—in instances of evidence that are key to 

reaching major conclusions, I will present counter-arguments that I can 

conceive would be mounted by the lawyer for the defense; included will 

be the main arguments of Gerald Posner, which I shall rebut. 
Posner, the author of the highly advertised book Case Closed, is 

a very smart lawyer. He spent two years working on his case for the 
defense of the lone-assassin hypothesis. By publishing his book, he 

provided me with what I thought would be the perfect adversary. I 

welcomed it. But it turned out that he was an opponent who had 

not done his homework, thus compelling me to develop even 

stronger counter-arguments to my case than did Posner. 

A method of writing that I will employ is to start the book with 

a broad brush; that is, to give a picture as simplified as I can of the 
concept of the crime before plunging into the complexities that must 

follow. This method will be used for the book as a whole, and for 

each chapter. I believe the reader will appreciate that there is a con- 
stant struggle, in absorbing this vastly complicated material, to 

separate the forest from the trees. An account describing the forest 
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LBJ and 
Mrs. Johnson 

Bedroom consoled 
X Mrs. Kennedy 

\here, while Secret 
Service agents 
blocked forward door 
of stateroom, with all 
other personnel 
cleared from 
rear of plane. 
(Lifton, p. 675) 

>f Autopsy to Delivery of 

Exhibit 13-4. Diagram of the Interior of Air Force One. The statements above re- 
quire careful study and are not presented as clear and convincing evidence of when 
a shift of the president's body was made; it shows only possibilities. At this point it 
remains a mystery as to whether the body was hidden in a compartment aboard 
Air Force One and removed after the plane landed in Washington, D.C., or was 
taken off Air Force One in Dallas and flown back to Washington by a military or pri- 
vate plane. Recent research by Craig Roberts has revealed that there was a large 
cargo compartment where the body could have been hidden underneath the floor 
where the casket was placed, accessible through a trap door under the carpeting. 
This compartment had a cargo door on the bottom of the airplane. 
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Neither the Commission nor Specter ever saw 
any of the photographs or x-rays corroborating 

the autopsy report. 

Gaeton Fonzi 
Investigator for Senate Select Committee 

on Intelligence, amt the House Select Committee 

on Assassinations 

14 
THE AUTOPSY 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
AND X-RAYS 

The autopsy photos and x-rays, along with the Zapruder film, 
were among the most carefully guarded and suppressed evi- 

dence in the JFK assassination. Only when Jim Garrison started his 
investigation in 1967 did Life magazine reluctantly part with the 
Zapruder film, and only then did it become available to the public 
by way of bootlegged copies made in the outside developing labo- 
ratory utilized by Life. Although the word "shocking" is now almost 
a cliche, it aptly describes the manner in which the autopsy photo- 
graphs and x-rays were handled by the government. It is shocking 
to know that the unfortunate autopsy pathologists. Dr. Humes and 
Dr. Boswell, were not allowed to examine the photographs, and 
were only able to superficially examine the x-rays before finishing 
their report on the weekend after the assassination. Roy Kellerman 
of the Secret Service retained possession of the photographs and x- 
rays in the early morning of November 24 and turned them over to 
his chief, Robert Bouck, whose office was in the Executive Office 
building of the White House. It was not until three years after the 
autopsy that, finally, Humes and Boswell were called forth to exam- 
ine them. And this was done under highly controlled conditions. 

If Secret Service agent James K. Fox had not somehow obtained 
a set of the photographs and x-rays (or, rather, a partial set) we 
might never have seen them. But Fox did obtain a partial set and 

223 
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AUTOPSY PHOTOGRAPHS & X-RAYS 231 

THE ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR (AP) X-RAY 

A great value of the AP x-ray in Exhibit 14-2 is that, except for one 
small anomaly, it is authentic. The portion that is not authentic is the 
bright circle labeled as "6.5mm object/7 which appears to be a sliver 
of a bullet embedded in the outside of the skull on the back of the 
head. None of the autopsy pathologists at Bethesda, or others pres- 
ent, observed such an object, despite the fact that finding a bullet 
was one of their primary objectives. Dr. Mantik suspects that this 
object may have been artificially superimposed on a much smaller 
authentic metal fragment in a composite forgery after the original x- 
rays were developed. This was confirmed, in part, when Dr. Mantik 
interviewed Jerrol Custer, one of the x-ray technicians who was pre- 
sent at the autopsy. Custer told Mantik that the day after the 
autopsy, a skull was brought to him, strangely, and he was asked 
x-ray it while placing a bullet on the skull. This indicated to 
Mantik that there was something very suspicious going on with 
regard to the x-rays. 

By comparing the AP x-ray with an autopsy photograph that is 
considered to be authentic, an important base can be established: 
The AP x-ray in Exhibit 14-2 is consistent with the head wound 
photo in Exhibit 14-4. In the previous chapter we established that 
the head wound photo is authentic, and that it is consistent with the 
descriptions of the head wound by both Dr. Humes and Dr. Boswell 
at the autopsy, and that it is consistent with the description of the 
head wound described by Paul O'Connor. What we have here is an 
anchor point for our discussion: The AP x-ray, the autopsy photo of 
the head wound, and the testimony by key witnesses at the autopsy 
are all consistent. However, the lateral x-ray is inconsistent with 
these items, at least in area P where we find the patch. 

What is remarkable here is that Dr. Mantik's analysis (albeit 
greatly simplified in this presentation) is in my opinion almost com- 
pletely consistent with the fundamental discoveries of David Lifton 
and all the other evidence that I have presented in this book, includ- 
ing evidence of missing frames in the Zapruder film. 

My conclusion that frames are missing in the Zapruder film 
was thoroughly discussed in preceding chapters. It is based, in part, 
on the fact that at no frame in the film do we actually see a blow-out 
of bone and brains from the back of Kennedy's head despite the fact 
that in frame 335 we do see the resultant flap of scalp after the blow- 
out had occurred. Now we have the AP x-ray which also shows that 
a blow-out in the back of the head had taken place. This again is 
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corroborating proof that frames were deleted in the Zapruder film 
to take out the eruption of brain and skull material that should 
have, must have, appeared at the rear of the head at the time of the 
fatal head shot, had not frames been deleted. 

An equally important corollary point is that if, in fact, the mas- 
sive wound in the side and top of the head (as shown in Exhibit 14-4 
and confirmed in the AP x-ray) actually did occur in Dealey Plaza, 
then many more frames must have been deleted from the Zapruder 
film—frames that would have shown the blow-out of brain and 

skull in the right side and top of the head. No such blow-out is pres- 
ent in any of the frames. The reason is obvious: Alteration of the 
Zapruder film to that extent would have been impracticable by re- 
moving frames, because it would have required that nil of the frames 
after the fatal head shot be removed.5*- This would have created a 
major, uncorrectable, and obvious disturbance in the continuity of 
movement in the film. Therefore, my conclusion is that the large blow- 
out of the side and top of the head that is shown in the autopsy photo /// 
Exhibit 14-4 never occurred at Dealey Plaza.** Rather, it is the result of 
dissection of the head and removal of brain and skull material in a 
secret location, after the body left Dallas, as was first proposed by 
David Lifton. 

I have found no scenario of events other than David Litton s 
that so completely and consistently fits the cumulative evidence in 
the Zapruder film, the autopsy photographs, and the autopsy x- 
rays, combined with virtually all of the testimonies of the dozens of 
witnesses. The conclusion, even though many find it difficult to 
accept, is unavoidable: Kennedy's body was secretly removed from 
Air Force One, taken to a secret location where the exit wound in the 
head was enlarged to obscure its nature and to remove incriminat- 
ing bullet pathways and fragments, and a large portion of the brain 
was removed; and the body was then delivered to the Bethesda 
morgue. The ambulance that arrived at the front of the hospital con- 
tained the bronze casket, without Kennedy's body in it. 

n,o blow-out in the buck of the head would not show in the side view in the Zaprudei him if 

,nlv two or three frames were removed to delete that event. But a blow-out in the safe of he 
lead is another matter, because removal of a large number of frames (enough to remove the 
•ntire view of the side of the head) would have been required, impossible to conceal. 

Dne remote possibility that has been offered to challenge this conclusion is that the bone 
inder the scalp might have separated from it, as a result of a frontal bullet wound, in such a 
vay that a disruption in the external appearance of the hair and scalp was not discernible 

he Zapruder film. I find this notion to be extremely implausible, to say the least. 
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was there. It never occurred to him that Johnson might be behind the 
closed powder room door, and he sped ahead, convinced that Kilduff was 
mistaken. 

By now Godfrey had become part of a task force. He had struck out 
twice so while he was inspecting the bedroom O’Donnell had dispatched 
Ted Clifton, Roy Kellerman, and Clint Hill to the front of the plane. As 
it turned out, all three learned the correct explanation before McHugh. 
Valenti, Stoughton, and Homer Thornberry crowded around Clifton say- 
ing, “We can’t go yet,’’ “We’ve got to find a federal judge,” “Lyndon has 
word from the Attorney General, he called Washington.” Kellerman and 

ill heard npne of this; they were barging up the aisle after Swindal. Roy 
burst into the communications shack and saw the ramp. Wondering why 

flashed bybee" W,lee,<3cI away’ be descended the steps. Just then Kilduff 
“You’d better get aboard, we’re going to take off,” Roy warned him. 
No, we can t, we have to have the oath,” Mac replied. Over his shoul- 

der he called to Clint, who was standing at the stair head, “A judge is 
going to swear in Johnson. Bobby requested it.” 

He had justified the delay to everyone except Godfrey McHugh. There 
is something marvelous about the General’s continuing ignorance. By his 
own account he made five journeys through the length of the aircraft 
before he found out why they weren’t moving. Even O’Donnell and 
O Bnen knew before Godfrey did. Wandering into the staff cabin Larry 
heard someone ask Marie Fehmer if she had typed the Presidential 
oath of office. She nodded and he comprehended everything. At about 
tie same time, ODonnell overheard a discussion in the stateroom, and 
when someone called out, “We need a photographer and we’re waiting 
for a judge, Ken, though he disapproved, understood what was meant 
McHugh alone remained in the dark. Ted Clifton would have enlightened 
him Somehow they missed connections. Clint and Roy could have quickly 
bnefed him, but they had become bogged down in Secret Service details- 
Johnsons decision to travel on 26000 meant that Roy’s shift assignments 
were fouled up. The four-to-twelve Trade Mart men, whom he had desig- 
nated as the new President’s bodyguards, were on 86970; the weary eight- 
to-four agents were here. Roy threw up his hands. A reversal now would 
acid to the muddle; it was safer to stand pat. 

Roy had another problem. Passing through the staff cabin he had been 
s rue < by the unusually large number of passengers and by the unfamiliarity 
o their faces. On any other trip he would have recognized them all  
would, in fact, have known who they were in advance. The one difference 
between Air Force One and Air Force Two was that Air Force One 
always carried a passenger manifest. It was a basic security precaution; 
no matter how short the flight, a Presidential guest could not mount elite 
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cockp.t with Clint, Roy worriedly said to Swindal, "There are a lot of 

snwPT?e f " Vs P nG' ,T 16 Col0nd said> “We can can7 them.” Kellcrman 
..D 

U "f Y°l,nS ,1°od entering the communications shack. He asked him Do you know all these people here?” Youngblood assured him that Lem 
Johns had already started a manifest. 

neSfXvV? c"nfrontation between opposites—between Kellerman, Ken- 
^ , , bodyguard, and Voungblood, head of the Johnson detail. Mys- tified by the bustling around him, Roy felt thwarted, while Rufus’ briskness 

had continued unabated. He had dealt with the manifest. He had sent 

Cimv^r117 t0 th° gan lneet Sarnh Hl,glles> and he had asked Chief CU1,y to accompany Ready and identify Sarah when she drove up But 

”®“"d ‘anticipate every problem that afternoon, and the Youngblood 

fom the ^ 77? f,0Ut P°SSib,e overload as the Kellerman men. Be- 
nrohaht f ° l'° Em°ly R

°berts had carefu% calculated the probable number of passengers. He reckoned on a coffin and Jacqueline 
Kennedy, and that was all. As he later confessed, he hadn’t realized tha! 
Mrs. Kennedy would bring her husband’s aides with her; the presence o 
0 D„n„c,|, OBrien, and Powers dismayed him. Counting both waves 

rol,n JVC'e tr/y-SeVen pe°ple’ and desPite the Plot's assurances the Johnson agents became anxious. As a consequence Johns asked several 

minor members of the Kennedy party to leave, and other passengers who 
ad ridden on 26000 since leaving Washington were turned away before 
hey could mount the ramp. One was Ralph Yarborough. For two days 

SuddeZ r n tlying t0 lurC Yarb°rough to the Vice President’s side. 

him, ;‘MLinnrSsrurRy ”aSt' f°r 3 leaS°n’ ** Ted Cll'ft°n told 

As o ire*1 bad swi^Jy adjusted to tlie transition. His reasoning was clear. < s a general he held the special trust and confidence” of the President 
e occupant of the Presidency had changed, and Clifton had to change’ 

v.,'p Ibs d"%. 'vas; t0 ofRce< not to the man. Following a talk with 
Valenti and Thombeny he functioned as President Johnsons military aide 

Meanwhile McHugh, who felt otherwise, was building up steam The 

p-«y. iiri ■ n Torce One s chief passenger was their fallen leader* 

sharedhthe°Ufd T ^ °rderS’ they Iooked t0 Mrs- Kennedy, who 
J ,h7 fe® n,S that they must quit Dallas, and who was bewildered 

ltdelayK vC aH t,Ude
1 °

f th° J°hllS0n Pa‘ty» on the other hand, was ummed up by Youngblood, who drew Lem Johns aside during the turmoil 
and m^iatical y told him, "When the boss says we go, Jwe go.” 

J® f 
e,le™ar'Y°ungblood huddle had broken up Godfrey had ■ le 10nt °f the plane for the third time. He spotted Mac Kilduff. 

—he'said to^ard
<
KiIduff bad the impression that he was “galloping” 

-he said hotly, VVe’ve got to take oif immediately.” Pg 

Not until Johnson has taken tlie oath," said KildufF. 
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President Johnson say "Bobby.” Bob Kennedy was the one man who could 
have persuaded O’Donnell to withdraw his objections. If Bob wanted 
the new President sworn in in Dallas-and the Kennedy people never , 
dreamed that Johnson might have misunderstood the Attorney General ? 

(though he apparently did)-they would just have to sweat out the judges 
arrival. They only hoped she would hurry. They literally prayed for her 
swift arrival. To Clifton, as to O’Brien, the Parkland ogres had sprouted 
to colossal size. The possibility that the slain Presidents body might be 
kidnaped seemed very real. 

President Johnson crossed the aisle, settled into the yellow upholstery 
of the Presidential chair, and ordered more vegetable soup from Joe Ayres. 
Kildulf was in and out, briefing him. He had been unable to find a Signal 
Corps technician who would record the oath, but the Dictaphone on the 
desk by the soup bowl would probably serve. He himself could hold its 
microphone near Johnson and the judge during the ceremony. Afterward 
the Dictabelt, transferred to quarter-inch tape, could be distributed to le 
networks. Cecil Stoughton had prepared two cameras, one a 35-millimetcr 
Alpa Reflex, which did not require a flash, and his Hasselblad, which di . 
The Hasselblad was equipped with a wide-angle lens, nearly 90 degrees; 
with it, Stoughton could photograph the whole stateroom. The fluorescent 
light overhead was bad, but he had loaded his reels with extremely fast 
fjfm Tri-X, ASA 400. Development should present no problems. 

The soup craze had been succeeded by an ice water craze. Every throat 
was parched. The stifling air seemed thick enough to congeal. If they 
waited another five minutes, Johnson would have to change lus shirt again. 

The bugbear of blackshirts obsessing the mafia was entirely hallucination. 
Only one Dallas man had come to Love Field from Parkland; Vernon 
Oneal was standing'by Gate 28, waiting to reclaim his Cadillac. By coin- 
cidence the undertaker’s parents had once rented a duplex from Sarah 
Hughes, and he, not Chief Curry, became the first person to note her 
arrival at the airport. Oneal had overheard the chief and Jack Ready 
discussing her. He saw her gay sports car swerve around the Spirit of 
Flight” statue and shouted, “There she is!” 

Curry greeted her and took her arm. “Barefoot Sanders wants you to 
call him about the oath,” he told her. “There’s a phone on the plane. 

She nodded absently and hurried after him to the ramp. Jim Swindal 
took over there. Pie escorted her up the steps and introduced her to Ted 
Clifton. She said, “I have to use your telephone. The U.S. Attorney has 
the oath of office.” . , . e , 

“Here it is,” said a voice, and a hand thrust Marie Felnners 3 x 5 card 
at her Pocketing it, Sarah followed Clifton through the staff cabin, into 
the stateroom. She embraced the President, Mrs. Johnson, and her fellow 
Texans, and Johnson said, “We’ll get as many people in here as possible. 
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But CIA people working on the KGB would certainly 
want to talk to Oswald because if Oswald had defected to 
the Soviets... it would be to the KGB that he would tell all 

these matters. And the CIA would want to know, they 
would have hundreds of questions for him.... 

Former CIA Secret Operations Officer Phillip Agee 
Interview by HSCA, 1978, National Archives 

OSWALD AS A 
SECRET AGENT 

It will be helpful to list first some of the reasons, known at the 
time of the Warren Report, to suspect that Oswald was connected 

to the CIA or possibly to U.S. military intelligence: 

1. A miniature camera, a set of binoculars, and other equipment 
were found in his possession. The camera was a Minox which 
was used almost exclusively at that time for spy work, both 
for the Soviets and U.S. intelligence. 

2. Reference to "microdots" in his notes; this espionage teim 
was not commonly known to the general public in 1963. 

3. The extreme ease and speed with which he left the U.S. and 
entered Russia; also his Russian wife Marina's swift approval 
for coming to the U.S. and the attendant flagrant bypassing of 
passport procedures—not only when Oswald went to Russia 
but when he returned and subsequently easily obtained a 
passport to travel to Mexico City. 

4. Oswald's relationship to a CIA contact (and ex-Nazi), George 
de Mohrenschildt, who was his 'baby sitter and who se- 
cretly debriefed him when he returned to Fort Worth. 
(De Mohrenschildt later committed suicide just before he was 
to be questioned by Gaeton Fonzi, investigator for the 
HSCA.) 
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The strange absence of official CIA debriefing when Oswald 
returned from Russia. The CIA maintained that it did not 
have CIA-generated material in the standard 201 file on 
Oswald and had not been interested in him, despite the fact 
that he had defected to the Soviet Union with top-secret 
knowledge of the U-2 flights over Russia. 

6. Oswald's proficiency with the Russian language, suggesting 
that he must have had secret training while in the Marine 
Corps. Oswald spoke Russian so fluently that when his wife 
Marina first met him she thought he was a Russian citizen. 

7 The fact that the so-called traitor Oswald was employed for a 
short period after his return from Russia by a private contrac- 
tor doing top-secret photographic work for the U.S. govern- 
ment: Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall, Inc., in Dallas. 

8. Oswald's meeting with CIA officer David Atlee Phillips (a.k.a. 
Maurice Bishop) and a CIA contract agent and radical anti- 
Castro Cuban exile, Antonio Veciana, in Dallas in September 
1963. _____ 

9. The fact that there were names of military intelligence person- 
nel in Oswald's address book. 

10 The fact that Oswald's name was not in the FBI list of danger- 
' ous persons in the Dallas-Fort Worth area at the time of the 

JFK assassination, despite his having been under almost con- 
stant surveillance by the FBI for years, up to within a few 
weeks of the assassination, and that he was known as a radi- 
cal Communist who had defected from the Marine Corps and 
liad passed high-level military secrets to the enemy. 

Of the hundreds of books written on the Kennedy assassina- 
tion, about half of the material has dealt with Oswald. Norman 
Mailer published his book Oswald’s Tale, an 800-page volume dealing 
almost exclusively with Oswald. David Lifton has been working night 
and day, seven days a week, for the past seven years on an exhaustive 
book about Oswald. I cannot hope to cover in detail even a small por- 
tion of what is known about Oswald. Rather, I will focus on what 
consider to be the most important information and how that fits into 
the overall scope of my thesis. , . 

To begin, there is evidence that Oswald was recruited into 
military intelligence while he was in the Marine Corps in 1957, at 
Atsugi Air Force Base in Japan, as part of a program to send young 
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military men posing as defectors into the Soviet Union. This 
program was described by Victor Marchetti, who resigned from the 
CIA in 1969, disillusioned with the agency after fourteen years of 
service. Marchetti had been a staff officer in the office of the director 
of the CIA and an executive assistant to the deputy director. 
Marchetti co-authored a book. The CIA mid the Cull of Intelligence, 
and has appeared on national television in numerous programs, 
candidly stating his views of the CIA. Marchetti said: 

At the time, in 1959, the United States was having real difficulty 
in acquiring information out of the Soviet Union; technical sys- 
tems had, of course, not developed to the point that they are at 
today, and we were resorting to all sorts of activities. One of 
these activities was an ONI (Office of Naval Intelligence) pro- 
gram which involved three dozen, maybe forty young men who 
were made to appear disenchanted, poor, American youths who 
had become turned off and wanted to see what communism 
was all about. Some of these people lasted only a few weeks. 
They were sent into the Soviet Union, or into Eastern Europe, 
with the specific intention the Soviets would pick them up and 
"double" them if they suspected them of being U.S. agents, or 
recruit them as KGB agents. They were trained at various naval 
installations both here and abroad but the operation was being 
run out of Nag's Head, North Carolina. 

For a variety of reasons that will be discussed, many believe 
that Oswald was one of these recruits. He left the Marines, defected 
to the Soviet Union* where he immediately announced in public 
that he was rejecting his American citizenship and turning over 
everything he had learned while in the Marine Corps at Atsugi Air 
Force Base (where our ultra-secret U-2 flights originated), and had 
become a Communist. After living in the Soviet Union for about 
two years, he announced that he was disillusioned and wanted to 
return to the United States. Meanwhile, he had married a young 
Soviet woman, Marina, who was the niece of a Soviet MVD (secret 
police) officer. 

Before proceeding further to establish that Oswald was con- 
nected with intelligence operations, it would be a good idea to as- 
sume first that it is true and then ask the question, "So what?" 
Would proof that Oswald was an intelligence agent connected with 

\N^ ‘The expenses for the trip to Russia are estimated to have been $1,501), yet Oswald only had 
■ *\ i $203 in his bank account. An unanswered question: Who financed Oswald. Was the 

A\ Vv ’ or was it the Soviets? Or was it someone else? 
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While Oswald was at Atsugi Air Force Base, he was considered 
to be somewhat of a loner but was praised by his officer as being 
competent, intelligent, and a person who could be trusted to catch 
on quickly and do a job well. Oswald worked in the radar room at 
Atsugi that monitored the spy flights of the U-2 aircraft over the So- 
viet Union; he had first-hand access to flight information. 

The first indication we have of his spy activity was when he 
began studying the Russian language, presumably on his own, and 

i when he was wandering around the base at Atsugi with a camera, 
, taking pictures. He then started going off on two-day trips to Tokyo 

P\ where he began having an affair with a beautiful Japanese nightclub 
hostess who worked at one of the smartest clubs in the city (the 
Queen Bee), catering to American officers—not enlisted men like 
Oswald. The girls were expensive, costing more than a month's sal- 
ary for one night. 

Later, while Oswald was stationed at El Toro Base in Santa 
Ana, California, he revealed what happened at Atsugi: He confided 
to a fellow Marine, David Bucknell, about the incident. Oswald told 
Bucknell that after he was first approached at this bar he reported 
the incident to his superior officer and was debriefed by a man in 
civilian clothes. He said he was told to go back and give false infor- 
mation to the woman, who was a known KGB agent. We might rea- 
sonably speculate from this that it was Oswald's first introduction 
to spy work and the beginning of a short career that would end in 
his death in the basement of a Dallas jail; he could have started his 

jspy career as a double agent in Atsugi. 
i I As Oswald continued his stay at Atsugi, he began to develop a 

reputation for being a troublemaker. He was accused of deliberately 
pouring a drink over a sergeant but was later acquitted in a court 
martial. Found guilty of using "provoking words," he had to spend 
eighteen days in the brig. Also, according to the record, he acciden- 
tally shot himself in the arm, inflicting a minor wound, before lus 
unit was due to leave Atsugi. He did this with a pistol that he kept 
in his locker, which was against service regulations. For this action 
he was fined and sentenced to twenty days' hard labor. According 
to his friends, Oswald began to speak bitterly against the Marine 
Corps and avoid Marine acquaintances. He was again seen with 
Japanese acquaintances, both male and female. Some researchers 
believe that this whole pattern could have been a set-up to create 
the false impression that Oswald was a malcontent and beginning 
to turn Communist. 
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advance notice, the consulate in Helsinki (a KGB plant) granted 
Oswald a six-day visa to enter the Soviet Union. This easy access 
has led researchers to believe that the Soviets were expecting him. 
This suspicion was reinforced by the claim of Swedish intelligence 
that they detected a flying visit by Oswald to Stockholm where he 
may have visited the Soviet embassy. All of this is strangely sophis- 
ticated behavior for a twenty-year-old high school dropout who had 
never traveled anywhere except in the Marines and had very little 
experience in anything. 

Oswald was mustered through the Soviet consulate in Helsinki 
with unusual speed, and on October 16 he arrived in Moscow by 
train. There he was met by a Russian representative and taken to the 
Hotel Berlin where he registered as a student. Two weeks later, 
Oswald walked into the American embassy in Moscow and 
renounced his American citizenship. He also said that he had volun- 
tarily told Soviet officials that he would make known to them all in- 
formation concerning the Marine Corps and the specialty radar 
operation knowledge he possessed. He added that "he might know 
something of special interest." 

Despite the fact that he was a U.S. Marine who had close access 
to one of America's top military secrets, the U-2 plane, and knowl- 
edge of top-secret radar operations, in addition to his flagrant 
flaunting his belief in communism, Oswald's defection to the Soviet 
Union and outrageous statements did not create a stir in the CIA, 
ONI, or the FBI. After the assassination, these agencies would deny 
any interest in Oswald other than routine. Two years later, when 
Oswald returned to the U.S. with his Russian bride, there was little 
debriefing of Oswald or Marina and no major investigation of 
them—at least none admitted by these agencies; the only action 
taken was that he was given a dishonorable discharge. Agency offi- 
cials would strangely claim that they had nothing on Oswald in 
their files: no interviews, no debriefing. This flies in the face of the 
fact that he was a known defector possessing top military secrets, 
and his wife was a member of the Communist Party. 

Years later, in 1978, Senator Richard Schweiker, a member of 
the Senate Intelligence Committee that investigated the perform- 
ance of the intelligence agencies at the time of the Kennedy assassi- 
nation, told Anthony Summers, "Either we trained and sent him to 
Russia and they went along and pretended they didn't know to fake us out, 
or in fact, they inculcated him and sent him back here and were trying to 
fake us out that way.” 
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During Oswald's time in Russia he was sent to the city of 
Minsk where he was put up in a roomy apartment with a balcony 
overlooking a river that was considered luxurious by Soviet stand- 
ards. He was given a job in a Russian radio and television factory 
and put on a monthly allowance. He proceeded to have the time of 
his life and wrote in his diary that he was "living big." But there 
may have been another reason for him being in Minsk and that was 
to be trained as a KGB agent in a spy training school known to the 
CIA. The school had been in operation as far back as 1947. This was 
brought up by FBI director J. Edgar Hoover when he wondered , 
aloud to the Warren Commission on the subject.* 'Ko btf cTjfeT 

It was in Minsk that Oswald met Marina, whom he would' 
marry within six weeks after a whirlwind courtship. Marina later 
remarked that when she met Oswald he spoke flawless Russian and 
she actually thought he was a native citizen. 

In the previous chapter we described the way in which, in the last 
sixty days before the assassination, Oswald was being set up as a ; 

fall guy, at times by the use of an Oswald impersonator and at other W^ 
times by the use of the real Oswald—in one case to establish 
Oswald as a left-wing, pro-Castro activist; in another case as a lone 
nut speaking sympathetically of going back to Russia; or in another 
case as a wild rifleman practicing on the rifle range and annoying 
people; and, in yet another case, possibly as part of a conspiracy of 
leftist anti-Castro activists. 

But the use of Oswald impersonators goes back far beyond 
that. One case that is indeed strange goes back to January 20, 1961, 
the time of Kennedy's inauguration, when Oswald was in Russia. This 
event occurred in New Orleans at the Bolton Ford dealership on 
North Clay borne Avenue when two men came into the dealership 
on that day and said they wanted to buy ten Ford pickup trucks. 
One man was a Latin who identified himself as "Joseph Moore." 
The other was a young Anglo who confirmed that they wanted to 
buy the trucks and said his name was "Oswald." When the first 
man said that the bid should be in the name of Oswald, the truck 
salesman, Oscar Deslatte, printed the name Oswald on the sales 
form. The two men dealing for the trucks said they should get a 
good bid because they were buying them for a patriotic cause in 
that they were members of the Friends of Democratic Cuba. This 

*We should keep in mind that Hoover may have been part of an orchestrated disinformation 
scheme fed to the Warren Commission to connect Oswald ominously to the Soviets. 
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Lee Harvey Oswald in custody of the Dallas 
police. When Oswald was arrested in Dallas : 
he proclaimed his innocence and wanted to 
call a prominent conspiracy attorney in New ' ‘ Bate- 
York, but he was murdered before he had a 'MBB 
chance to do so. He also tried to call a number yBB 
that may have been his contact in military in- 8^-tT 
telligence, but the call was cut off. Remarkably, : 

Oswald spoke Russian with little accent, al- ¥&?!( 1}'^ ]9 
though he reportedly had no formal training '*'■?' ‘i-jffl j jail 
in Russian and was a high school dropout. His 
wife Marina said that when she first met him ||§:■ y -T 'sMamSs 
in Russia she thought he was a native Russian. 
Oswald knew David Ferrie, who was first ac- 
cused of being a part of the assassination by ^ 
district attorney Jim Garrison in New Orleans, 
and who later committed suicide when the 
matter became public. Ferrie was a rabid anti- 
Communist and right-wing extremist. Ferrie 
was an employee of Carlos Marcello, Mafia chieftain in New Orleans, who was un- 
der extreme attack by Robert Kennedy. 

Photo Source: AP/Wide W'odd Photos 

Oswald distributing pro-Castro leaflets in New Orleans in August 1963. There is 
little doubt that these activities were part of an intelligence operation to establish 
Oswald's bona fides as a radical Communist and supporter of Fidel Castro. This 
was either a part of the conspiracy to kill JFK—or the real conspirators knew about 
these activities and maneuvered Oswald into a position where the assassination 
could be pinned on him as a Communist radical. 

Source: National Archives 
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)rleans, who was un- 

;e: AP/Wide World Photos 

i August 1963. There is 

s operation to establish 
er of Fidel Castro. This 
onspirators knew about 

-vhere the assassination 

incident was confirmed by another auto salesman at the agency, 
Fred Sewall. 

Following President Kennedy's assassination, the two car 
salesmen remembered Oswald's visit and called the FBI, who 
arrived and picked up the bid form with tongs. The foregoing inci- 
dent was discovered by Jim Garrison's investigating team in ew 
Orleans, which obtained a copy of the articles of incorporation of 
the Friends of Democratic Cuba and discovered that it was in the 
name of Guy Banister. As you may recall, it was Guy Banister who 
was up to his eyeballs in the conspiracy along with David Feme 
and Carlos Marcello. Also recall that when Oswald was arrested for 
the altercation while he was handing out literature for Fair Play for 
Cuba, it was discovered that the 544 Camp Street address was on 
the literature. This was also the address of Guy Banister. 

Jim Garrison writes: 

I pondered the implications of this staggering information. In 
the very month that John Kennedy was inaugurated, an intelli- 
gence project being run by Guy Banister was using the name 
"Oswald" in bidding for pickup trucks for apparent use m the 
Bay of Pigs Invasion. More important, the young American who 
had done the bidding either knew Lee Oswald or knew his 
name. In either case, Oswald was far off in the Soviet nion a 
the time....1 

This fascinating evidence shows that someone connected with 
anti-Castro operations was falsely using Oswald's name and im- 
plies that'Oswald must have been designated long before the 
Kennedy assassination as a person whose name and identity could 
be used for disinformation purposes by U.S. intelligence agencies. 
Although it is difficult to imagine what the CIA (or some other en- 
tity) had in mind in creating Oswald-type characters m 1961, the 
evidence indicates that this was in fact going on. This was picked 
up by J. Edgar Hoover, who issued a memorandum that someone 
was using Lee Harvey Oswald's name and birth certificate for false 
identification purposes.2 Was this part of a long-range CIA Program 
with the right hand not knowing what the left hand was doing, to 
create several people who could be used as false sponsors for yet- 
unknown future programs? 

The deeper one gets into studying Oswald the more mysterious it 
becomes. Future investigators would go after Oswald like houn s 

Source: National Archives 
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Prior to 1963 

January 1963 

February 

March 12 

March or 
April 

April 10 

April 23 

April 24 

May 9 

May 11 

Oswald went to Russia on Oct. 16,1959 and returned to the United States on 
June 13,1962. He went to Fort Worth, Texas, on June 14,1962 and then moved 
to Pallas in early October 1962 (WCR, p. 713-) 

lune16 

lune 24 

July 19 

luly 27 

Aug. 5 

Aug./ 
Sept. 

Employed by Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall, Inc., in Dallas from 4th q^ter l%2 until 
2nd Quarter 1963. (Employment Records, National Archives; & WCR, p. 724) _ 

Oswalds meet Ruth Paine through de Mohrenscluldt (WCR p. 722) 

Purchased rifle by mail from Klein's Sporting Goods in Chicago (WCR, p. 723)_ 

Oswald seen being passed money by Marcello associate at Town & Country 
Motel in New Orleans (FBI report; Davis) 
Backyard pictures taken in Irving, holding rifle, with revolver. Communist 
newspaper 

Oswald alleeedly attempted to kill General Walker in Dallas (WCR, p. 724)_ 

News release—"1FK Going to Dallas 

Oswald went from Dallas to New Orleans; stayed there until Sept. 25 (WCR, 
p. 725) 

Oswald obtained job at Reilly Coffee Company after 
applications over New Orleans, perhaps by impersonator; Os^afdWtains 
apartment at 4905 Magazine Street (WCR, p. 726) 

Ruth Paine drives Marina Oswald to join Lee Harvey OswaldTn New Orleans; 
Marina returns to Irving, Texas, Sept. 23; driven by Ruth Paine (WCR, pp. 726, 
730) 

For first time, hands out Fair Plav for Cuba material (HSCA)_ 

Applies for passport to Russia; issued June 25 (WCR, p. 727)_ 

Seen with Clay Shaw (CIA-linked) at Lake Pontchartrain by Vernon Bundy 
(Garrison, p. 182-183) 

n^mi^ed from job at Reilly Coffee Company (WCR, p. 726)_ 

Oswald makes speech against communism to Jesuits in Mobile, Alabama 
(WCR, p. 728)   :  

Volunteered to Carlos Bringuier to train Cuban exiles in guerilla warfare, fight 
Castro (Dlakey, p. 184) 

Seen in Clinton, Louisiana, job hunting with Clay Shaw, David Feme 

o!f August 9%m»ted in New Orleans for street scuffle with Cubans when 
distributing Fair Plav for Cuba material (HSCA, p. 141)_ 

Late Aug. or 
early Sept. 

September 

Sept. 17 

Sept. 25 

Met with CIA's "Maurice Bishop" in Dallas (Fonzi, p. 141,142) 

Oswald, Ferrie, "Clem Bertrand," & Perry Russo at party at Feme's 
apartment. Ferrie talks of killing JFK with "triangulation of crossfire 
(Garrison, p. 179) 

Oswald issued a Mexican tourist card in New Orleans (WCR, p. 730)_ 

Left New Orleans for Mexico City; returned to Dallas on Oct. 3 (see Chapter 
19) .   — 

Exhibit 18-1. Some of Oswald's Activities and Related Events—First Nine 
Months of 1963. 
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located ,ust down the street from Guy Banister's office In mid-June 
Oswald was taken by Ins uncle, a Marcello lieutenant with whom 
he was living at the time, to a Jesuit seminary where h [ 
speech describing the failures of communism. Ze lThaVe 
another example of Oswald putting forth a right-wing image in 
contradiction to his other actions with a left-wing imaged almost 

Phv'for cT °n Ji116 !6' °SWald f°r the first time h*nded out Fair 
Odea ns matenals outside of the Naval shipyard in New 

As discussed earlier, some of the more important evidence con 
necting Oswald with David Ferrie occurred during August 1963 in 
Clinton, Louisiana, some 130 miles from New Orleans Oswald 

wiu, ,wo was David FeJZ ,,°oZ“ 
an older man who, according to Jim Garrison, was Clay Shaw. 

According to Jim Garrison, all of Oswald's activity 
Urleans that summer were part of the CIA's "sheep-E   
Oswald to create his bona fides as an unstable character going from 
one job to another. (Oswald had just been dismissed from his job at 

hospital.) Company now he had applied for a job in a mental 
There appears to be little doubt that Oswald was being pre- 

pared for some future role by his handlers, who were CIA and FBI 
connected as well as Mafia connected. Over the years this has been 
looked upon by most researchers as a sinister operation connecting 
Shaw, Banister, and Ferrie and the CIA to the conspiracy. But the 
possibility should not be dismissed that the sheep-dipping of 

• in ?nrt.' have been for some other mission that was un- ie ated to assassinating JFK, such as preparing Oswald to be a dou- 
ble agent who would later defect to Cuba, or even return to Russia 
on a second mission. 

Jhe 0^ald sheep-dipping operation in New Orleans contin- 
ued through September until Oswald left for his trip to Mexico City 
on September 25. It was during this period in New Orleans that, ac- 
cording to Jim Garrison, Oswald was seen receiving money from 
Clay Shaw at Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana, by a heroin addict by 

e name of Vernon Bundy. Garrison also brought forth a witness by 
the name of Perry Russo who claimed he had been at a party of ho- 

ZZitn 7 Orleans in which he participated in a conversa- in with Clay Shaw, David Ferrie, and Oswald in which Ferrie 
alked of assassinating JFK with triangular crossfire. 



_ conclude with reasonable confidence that 
In summary, we can conclu . Soviet Union on a spe- 
Oswald was a CIA agent wo wa doubt that he was set up by 

some entity as a fall SUY f the lot remains uncertain. He 
not Oswald was knowing yHP J t operation unrelated to 

,1,e real 

anti-Castro Cuban operations, and Clay bnaw 
virtually unassailable. considered by many to be one of 

the mostTmportTnt aspects of cmderstanding the mystery of the JFK 
assassination: Oswald's trip to Mexico City. 
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Hunt (a.k.a. "Eduardo") as passing money to this group of people 
in a motel room in Dallas on November 21, and said that Jack Ruby 
visited the motel after E. Howard Hunt had left. Lorenz testified 
that she became concerned about the operation. She had Sturgis 
take her to the Dallas airport on November 21, and took a flight 
back to Miami. Lorenz testified that the caravan of cars was loaded 
with a trunk full of weapons, and that she later learned from Frank 
Sturgis that the trip's purpose was to assassinate Kennedy; that 
Lorenz had missed but on the "big one." Whether this was the ac- 
tual team that assassinated Kennedy is not certain, but Lorenz has 
emphatically stated that she understood from Sturgis that they were 
involved in the operation. 

In addition to peer pressure, I had discarded Lorenz's story 
partly because she swore that Lee Harvey Oswald was in the group 
in the second car that traveled to Dallas. Unless this was another 
Oswald look-alike, this could not be true because Oswald was 
working at the Texas Schoolbook Depository during the period in 
question. I attempted to contact Marita Lorenz through a friend 
who knew her family in Philadelphia, but to no avail, so I deleted 
Lorenz's story from my manuscript except for the photo caption. J ’ 
Now I have reinserted it, although it still has some problems, such r f 
as Oswald being in the caravan as well as Gerald Patrick Hemming, 
who has denied it, and her vagueness as to the date of departure } \ 
from Miami. 

It was at this point that Bob Dorff became very interested in the 
Masen/Elrod story and organized a small conference to be held in 
San Francisco on July 4-6,1996. The agenda for the conference was a 
review of the La Fontaine book, primarily the part on John Elrod. 
Also included on the agenda was an update on the latest evidence 
about Oswald in Mexico City. Attendees were Bill Adams (the prime 
researcher for the La Fontaine book), veteran researchers and writ- 
ers Paul Hoch and Peter Dale Scott, Mary Ferrell, Carol Hewett, Jim 
Lesar of the Assassination Archives, Bob Dorff, and myself. 

THE SAN FRANCISCO CONFERENCE 

Our discussion group met at the Golden Gate Holiday Inn on the 
evening of July 4,1996. Marathon sessions continued until noon on 
July 6, with time out for sleep, food, and drinks, and for watching a 
spectacular display of fireworks from Mary Ferrell's suite on the 
twenty-sixth floor of the hotel. As I anticipated, we were unable to 
reach a consensus on the viability of the evidence concerning 
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barber saw that Oswald returned to a four-door car with military or 
police-type antennas and entered on the passenger side. 

Hemming said that Oswald seemed to know a lot about him 

that he shouldn't have known unless he had been provided the in- 
formation. So, on his own volition, Hemming went to the Marine 

Corps Air Station in Santa Ana and managed to finagle himself in- 

side, where he located and confronted Oswald. They then went out- 

side the station to a pizza parlor, where Hemming provided Oswald.^4 

with paperwork and instructions about how to infiltrate Cuba. f 
Hemming talked at length with me about Oswald. He seemed 

to be obsessed about him. He said that Oswald later showed up in 
Cuba to see him, but the contact was never made because the Cu- 

bans wouldn't let Oswald stay in the country. Hemming said that he 

again encountered Oswald briefly in Miami on December 6, 1962 

and that was the last time he ever saw him. 
There is some corroborative testimony to support, in part, 

Hemming’s story. Nelson Delgado, also a Marine at the Marine 

Corps Station in Santa Ana, California, told the Warren Commission 
that Oswald had told him that he had been in contact with the Cu- 
ban Consul in Los Angeles. Delgado said that he had heard that 
Oswald was seen talking for about two hours with a visitor outside 

the gate at the base. Delgado also testified that he had seen an offi- 
cial-looking envelope in Oswald's wall locker, with a big impressive 

seal, Latin-looking, that he assumed was from the Cuban Consulate. 

He said that Oswald had told him before that he was receiving mail 
from them.2 'S' H i H ] ~3 ) 

We shall see that Hemming voluntarily joined the Castro revo- 

lution* and he claims that Angleton knew about it in advance. 

Hemming also claims that he ultimately made direct contacts with 

Angleton at his home in Washington, D.C., concerning Cuban mat- 

ters and anti-Castro activities. Evidence will show that Hemming 

was very likely a CIA covert asset, or could be perhaps more accu- 

rately described as a "singleton" CIA agent reporting back to 
Angleton at infrequent intervals when Hemming could get out of 

Cuba. 

A 

(A? 

♦Hemming told me that as a youth he wanted to get into U.S. Special Forces (later the Green 

Berets). He said this was in part his reason for joining Castro's forces—to get experience. He 
infiltrated Cuba as an arms smuggler, bringing weapons that he had purportedly stolen 
from the U.S. Naval Academy armory. I suspect that this was set up for him by U.S. mteih- 
gence. Hemming also told me that he parachuted into Cuba during the 1961-196. anti- 
Castro operations. 



Hemming was born on March 1,1937 in Los Angeles, Califor- 
nia. At the time of the JFK assassination he was twenty-six years 
old. He joined the Marine Corps at the age of sixteen in pr 
(using a false birth certificate) but was soon discharged in late sum- 
mer 1953, then enlisted legally of age in April, 1954 and was finally 
discharged in 1958. He then joined Castro's Cuban Revolutionary 
Army! Srv^g between February 1959 and August 1960 (about 

eighteen months). During part of that time he was running an air 
hnse in Castro's rebel air force until 1960. 

After being arrested twice by Castro's forces under suspicion 
of counter-revolutionary activity, he was jailed, somehow got out, 
andJived'ui Havana where he was "underground" with both Map 
William Morgan's group and with with anti-Somoz, N,c,mg= 

for three months. Morgan was ultimately executed by Castro tore 
for being a U.S. intelligence agent plotting against Castro s life. It was 
in a Havana safe-house that Hemming met the anti-Somoza Nicara- 
guans, who later switched to backing Somoza. (Hemming told me that 
later he became involved in covert operations m Nicaragua.) 

Hemming left Cuba in 1960 for Mexico City spent two weeks 

there and returned to California where he contacted a CIA Double 
0" in Los Angeles and reported to him what he had learne uis ar 

^ C Hemming was a very unusual teenager. I didn't learn this until 
after the second interview. He told me that as a youth he read an 
English/German version of Hitler's Mein Kampf, t uis earning 

read German. And amazingly, as reported in The Los Angeles Times, 
at the age of fourteen Hemming had formed his own paramilitary 
operation consisting of , gang o, five teenagers “ 
an arsenal of twenty-nine rifles and handguns and thiee thousand 
rounds of ammunition by burglarizing three sporting goods scores 
in Los Angeles. They practiced guerrilla warfare m the Moja 
Desert near Los Angeles, planning to become a young John 
Dillinger gang" and commit a "blitz of robberies" in the San Marino 
and Alhambra areas. Fortunately the youthful ^thS^riSd 
up by the police and their adventure was ended. During tl J 
Hemming would wear a Nazi youth uniform with a swastika em- 
blem.* Wien I asked Hemming about these escapades he smi t 

Tj^^jnjngtoid me Ihis slory was 'naaj 

'to Oswald's perhaps posing as a Marxist as a teenager by reading Karl Marx.) 
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wryly, "If you think that was dangerous, you should know what I 

did before I was fourteen years old"—disarming bombs using in- 

structions from military manuals, as an example. 

In May 1961, after returning to Miami from Cuba, Hemming 

took over a group called the Anti-Communist Legionnaires. This 

group included Frank Sturgis (of Watergate fame), with whom 

Hemming said he parted company and took part of the group with 
him. The new group under Hemming soon was named Interpen. 

According to Hemming, the purpose of Interpen was 'dong range 

penetration and reconnaissance intelligence work," mainly in Latin 
America. Additionally, Interpen offered protection services to Latin 
American officials (one service was for these officials to use Inter- 

pen as a threatening force to keep political foes in line), and trained 

guerrilla warriors. 

The enterprising Hemming relocated in May 1961 to a new site 
in the Florida Everglades until 1962, then moved to No Name Key 

in the Florida Keys where he trained Cubans and American volun- 

teers in guerrilla warfare and assassination techniques.* It was 

Flemming's group that was first suspected by Jim Garrison of being 
the assassination team that killed President Kennedy, but Garrison 

later dropped his suspicion for reasons not understood. One reason 

may have been that when Garrison started his investigation Hem- 

ming showed up in work boots and work clothes with his associate, 

Roy Hargraves, and volunteered to help Garrison conduct his in- 

vestigation. Some researchers think that this was the beginning of 
the CIA's penetration into Garrison's investigation to undermine 

him. Others think the opposite: that Hemming turned Garrison's at- 
tention to the CIA and kept it away from Carlos Marcello. 

Newspapers in Miami and New Orleans described Hemming 
as a handsome giant who looked like Errol Flynn, sporting a neat 

beard and an Australian bush hat. He was 6 feet 6 inches tall, had 
brown hair (sunbleached blond), and weighed 230 pounds (Hem- 
ming says 212 pounds). He was reported as being capable of firing 

two heavy machine guns from the hips at the same time, cowboy 

style. (Hemming says that this was "no big deal—not necessary" 

and that "this Rambo cowboy stuff" was an insult to him.) He told 

me that he missed qualifying by two points for the Presidents One 

Hundred, the elite, top military rifle marksmen in the U.S. He said 

that as part of his basic training for qualifying in Special Forces he 

could fly almost all types of aircraft, maintain the aircraft; operate 

B|tro forces 
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*1 suspect that this was another Hemming "cover" for CIA-sanctioned operations. 
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and maintain power boats; handle explosives, electronic communi- 
cations, and underwater demolition; was an expert parachutist, an 
expert in assassination weapons and devices, and all the other 
things required to be top in his profession. 

After interviewing Hemming over five days (accumulating 
over thirty hours of tapes), I began to see him as an exceptionally 
talented person: brilliant, with an encyclopedic mind, excellent 
writing skills, and the intellect of a physicist despite having 
dropped out of high school in his junior year. He had an impressive 
knowledge of U.S. political history, the politics of Latin America, the 
anti-Castro Cuban community in the U.S., and the tradecraft, as it is 
known in the intelligence community. He displayed an in-depth 
knowledge of many aspects of the law, including constitutional law 
(when I met him in September 1996 he was working as a paralega 
and private detective in Miami). I sensed that he possessed an enor- 
mous inner drive to do daring deeds, to be larger than life. (When 
Hemming reviewed this he noted that he preferred to be described 
as "having an interest in taking on calculated-risk jobs that necessi- 
tated special skills and experience.") 

Hemming had a capacity for double-talk and cunning beyond 
anyone I had ever encountered. He also had a wide range of power- 
ful emotions, from tears of anguish, to humor, to ferocious rage. 
This struck me as similar to Gary Shaw's description of Colonel Wil- 
liam Bishop: a complex, incredible person, driven by unfathomable 
forces. (I was never able to fully understand his mental makeup.) 

Hemming talked about his participation in the planning and 
direction of assassinations. His conversation ranged from refined to 
such profanity as to make a seasoned sailor a piker; it seemed to 
vary as his mood and purposes required. He could speak articu- 
lately with perfect grammar, or lapse into street talk at will, e 
could be charming and witty, or studied and calm, and then sud- 
denly become frighteningly intimidating, towering over me and 
thrusting his face into mine with loud, angry outbursts. 

Hemming remarked that he was still alive because others con- 
sidered him to be a dangerous person, "a real bad ass," but he had 
never promoted that image. * 

In 1982 Hemming was convicted of smuggling marijuana 
from the Colombian Cartel into Florida and was sentenced to 
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incarceration in the Florida State Penitentiary for thirty years plus 
five to be served consecutively. (The penitentiary, a hellish plac 
according to Hemming, was known as the "Rock" because it was a 
duplicate of Alcatraz.) He said that he served eight-and-a-half years 
on the chain gang before his release. During his trial (reported in the 
Miami Herald on February 12,1982) Hemming, having been denied 
a private attorney, acted in his own defense, claiming that he was 
working for the FBI and the federal Drug Enforcement Agency 
(DEA), explaining that the only way he could penetrate major drug- 
smuggling networks was to act as a smuggler himself. I went into 
this for several hours with Hemming and am inclined to believe 
that he indeed had gotten himself entangled as an undercover agent 
in DEA operations in which the concept was that" tobeatthem you 
have to join them"-making what Hemming called controlled de- 
liveries from Colombia to U.S. networks for bust at street wholesale 
levels," the result being that some of the people who were involved 
got caught and were sometimes abandoned by the government. £=■ 

The primary intent of this chapter was to stay with my origin— 
reason for contacting Hemming: to follow the chain of evidence 
linking the Dallas right wing to the JFK assassination, starting wi a 
General Fabian Escalante's statement about Felipe Vidal Santiago, 
which was independently corroborated by Colonel William Bishop 
and also by Hemming in his statements to Dick Russell. 

My interviews with Hemming consisted of several telephone 
calls and meetings in San Diego, Fort Lauderdale, and Da as. eep 
in mind that these interviews are an evolving discovery process, all of 
Hemniing's words not to be taken as Gospel. 

FIRST INTERVIEW: AUGUST 28,1996; TELEPHONE 

After a few perfunctory comments we got down to business: 

Twin,,am Gary Shaw sent me all of his original notes of interviews with 
Colonel Bishop and Bishop's telephone cards. And I ve bee 
putting together a story on that. 

Hemming: Is this the same Bill Bishop that ran an enterprise down in 
Honduras during the '70s? 

IsSisiWiii 
have condensed and edited the transcripts to what you see here. 

if 1 

it 
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Hemming: Yes. Willoughby was MacArthur's intelligence chief.... Bishop 
passed away recently, didn't he? 

Twyman: Yes, in 1992. Colonel Bishop told Gary Shaw about this 
Willoughby meeting about a week before he died. I seem to be 
coming to the conclusion of a conspiracy involving anti-Castro 
Cubans, the Texas right wing, and LBJ and Hoover. 

Hemming: It existed. But we're not sure whether they were throwaways, 
fall guys, or decoys. 

Twyman: Who were the throwaways? 

Hemming: Those people who were being approached to do the job on 
Kennedy. We were all approached from 1962 on. The first thing 
was that they were trying to use us to do the job because we d 
already been on the payroll for a couple of Latin American dic- 
tators for the same kind of work. I inherited the people from 
Frank Sturgis and then severed relations with him in 1961. And 
from that time forward Harvey was running ZR/RIFLE and 
General Lansdale was running Mongoose. 

The first direct approach was from some Texas people in 1962. 
We took a couple of these approaches very seriously because we 
were soliciting funds for operations inside Cuba, staying away 
from the coastal raid thing.... So in 1962 we were approached by 
some very serious people to forget all of the paramilitary or special-op- 
erations-type plans and go for terminating the leadership in Cuba. 
And in a very short time it shifted from the leadership in Cuba to the 
leadership in Washington—now we're talking about the military 
and civilian people—we're talking about people who wore ci- 
vilian clothes but were from the Pentagon or reservists, or what 
have you, of General rank.... 

Twymnn: Yes, Army reserves. 

Hemming: Right. And their usual retort was, "You've got a reputation for 
doing this kind of work and we wouldn't be talking this bluntly 
unless we'd been over your files and this is your line of work, 
this is your specialty, and that's why we re making a direct 
approach and being rather frank and blunt about it." But we 
still bowed out. 

Later in the spring of 1962 Guy Banister approached us when we 
were in New Orleans working with Larry LaBorde* on the training 
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4Lawrence (Lnric or Larry) LaBorde figures prominently in the JFK assassination, according 

to Hemming, who describes LaBorde as a "plug-ugly coldblooded assassin." A CIA docu- 
ment dated June 11, 1962 states that KUBAKK (CIA) had used LaBorde in CIA operations 

since early 1961. The document states that LaBorde had formerly been employed by the 
continued on next pnge 
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camp at Pont char train, and he made the same approaches, the same 

offers, and he was turned down. Most of these people expected to he 

turned down because we didn't know whether they were wearing a 

wire or not. It was just a formality to turn them down and then make 

preparations for cash transfers and what have you to make sine that 

the cutouts between the sponsor and the operators were completely 

severed at the appropriate time.* We were faced with that throug; v 
out 1962. We became very active in the summer of 1962. We 
were the only people who brought information out on the mis- 
siles And of course we didn't discover that until we were given 
information by Senator Keating. We brought in the governor of 
Florida and the governors of a couple of other southeastern 
states and we used Israeli contacts and others to determine that 
there were people in government such as Curtis LeMay and 
others that felt there was a possibility something was happen- 
ing But they were keeping JFK completely cut off from it, and their 
attitude was toe can take 'em without suffering damage, that is, taking 

Cuba and the Soviet Union without suffering excessive damage in the 

United States, with a pre-emptive strike. 

Tioyman: Well, in these meetings in Dallas...? 

Hemming: The meeting in Dallas was with Robert Morris at the Adolphus 
8 Towers, and this was preparatory to meeting with Bunker hint 

and Lester Logue and other people. 

Tioyman: Did you ever-meet with Bunker Hunt? 

Hemming: Oh, yes. I was the first one to establish contact for Cuba vis a vis 
the petroleum industry people and that came through my uncle 

who was a personal friend and former associate of John 

continued from previous page 

£ 
don “i" the same building in New Orleans with Guy Danger - ^ 
Weberman claims that Hemming murdered Larry UBontem 1981. I asked lemming 
about this and he denied it, telling me "I would have liked to. 

Another CIA document describes LaBorde as indisc-t adriicted u, a coM 01. —ry 
reputation. LaBorde is described as having become embittered with 

times "berating the agency." 

At the time of the JFK assassination, LaBorde was 52 years old. 
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McCone. My uncle said to go out and see Bob Morns...well first 
I saw the president [D. B. Lewisl of Doctor Ross dog food in Los 
Angeles and he steered me to Morris. At that time I was dealing 
with Congressman Rousselot and he also steered me to Morns, 
and Morris was the cutout for meetings with Hunt and Logue 
and a number of other oil people. It also involved touching 
bases with de Mohrenschildt and some of the other people. 
They were running their own operation. 

Twyman: They had their own paramilitary operation? 

Hemming: Oh, yes. Oh, yes. But they weren't going anywhere. They didn't 
have the skill. 

Twyman: They had a group called the AVG? 

Hemming: Well that's later on...that's in the '60s. That's later...that ongi- 
nated in Tucson, Arizona. 

Twyman: Yes. Well what do you think finally happened? 

First of May of 1963 I was in a meeting at John Martino's house 
    wto money cha„8ed hand. Giancana was therd Chuck 

Nicoletti was there. Santo Trafficante was there. Charlie the 
Blade was there [Charles Tourine Sr„ who had been in. prison 
with Trafficante in Cuba], And others. And it was or a hit on Fi- 
del. I passed on $15,000 directly to Felipe Vidal that night and 
another $15,000 was given to Felipe directly by Martino the next 
day. And things got underway.* 

Twyman: But how did this convert into the Kennedy assassination? 

Hemming• Because that's how they were steering it. Santo and those peo- 
8 pie were led to believe that the use of the Fidel thing was just 

lover, a pseudonym for JFK. So you wouldn't be talking; you 
would be dropping names of Fidel. And the teams would be- 
lieve that they were on an operation. The way a team is plac 
in position, you could put them in Mexico City and they d think 
IjrTre to Havana; you could put 'em in Kansas Cuy and 
they'd think they were in Havana, or on the outskirts. 

Twyman: You mean they went in blindfolded? 

, ,aler remembered that John Martino's wife 

husband said, "Flo, do you remember tha goochlook ng 1C ubanlk d ,ha w 

couch? He was involved...He was one of them. (Anthony Summers, Vam y 
1994, p. m.) I wondered, who would *«* '^^^"I said il LT^nald Ponce de 

Le”®/^' (See photo on page 649.) More later on this. 
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Hemming: Well, they're taken in at night and they have absolutely no idea 
where they are. They are put in a couple of safehouses, near the 
scene of the killing zone, and they do the job and get the hell 
out. They're not allowed to know where they re at, in case they 
had friends or if they tried to E&E...escape and evade...they 
would suddenly resort to their own knowledge of the real estate 
rather than going to the proper safehouses when the thing starts 
coming apart. Plus they would feel insecure if things start com- 
ing apart—that they were going to be eliminated. So they're not 
left to their own devices. They're completely under control. 
That's the standard tradecraft. 

Tiuyman: Was Texas oil money passed in this meeting at Martino's house? 

Hemming: No, this is separate. This is mob money from the Teamsters pen- 
sion. This is IToffa money. Then the next money came from 
Micky Cohen on the West Coast and Jack Dragna, representing 
the LA mob; Willie Bioff. Money came from Vegas. And it went 
to Marcello. 

Tiuyman: How did the Texas right wing fit into this? 

Hemming: That had nothing to do with the Marcello operation at all. 

Tiuyman: Or the Kennedy assassination? 

Hemming: Of course they did. But we had separate teams for the same job. 
We had a French team that worked in the Dominican Republic 
and Montreal. We had a team that was organized by Papa Doc 
[Franqois Duvalier, dictator of Haiti]. Okay? A team organized 
by Ramfis Trujillo, the son of the dictator [Rafael Trujillo, Do- 
minican Republic] assassinated by Kennedy's people, as he be- 
lieved it. There were a number of people out there, including 
people in Lisbon that supported the OAS, who saw Kennedy as 
the same threat as far as the Algerian problem as de Gaulle was. 
So you have a number of teams, well financed, and the big 
thing is that if you're in the business and you have a target, you 
find out if there are other paying enemies [of JFK] that could be 
brought in and it increases your venture capital. 

Tiuyman: Could they be brought in as covers too? 

Hemming: They always are. This models up the MOs [modus operandi] and 
also their people that are linked directly to powerful people, 
like LBJ and others who are intentionally put there so there will 
be a cover-up...there will be a confusion as to who the assassins 
and sponsors were, what they were doing. So many leads are 
given that are decoys and strays that when they finally get to 
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somebody who could be proven to be a principal, an aider and 
abettor, they bypass them because they think there s just more 
decoys or strangers or loners. 

Twynnin: This French OAS connection—was that Jean Souetre? 

Hemming: Yes. They were car bomb specialists and they had a vehicle 
laden with explosives on the other side of the underpass. 

Twuimn: Then there are the FBI documents that Souetre or somebody 
using his name was in the Dallas area then. But who was actu- 
ally behind the picket fence doing the shooting? 

Hemming: That's a little more difficult. Those are the super-pros. 

Twi/mnn: What about shots from the front? You know, from the grassy 
knoll? 

Hemming: Well that's the team.... Those are the primary people.... 

Twi/nmn: They were the backup team...? 

Hemming: Well, we don't have those teams connected. 

Tun/mnn: You haven't been able to identify who they were yet? 

Hcnmiiiiv: We've identified two of them. One of them is dead, as far as the 
" School Book Depository. The grassy knoll is still a blank. The one 

thing we do kiww is none of the teams knew the existence of the out- 
CIS 

1 This is how I worked with Oliver Stone on the movie.* I 
said" when they heard the shots, they would flinch because they 
weren't sure that they'd been spotted and somebody was trying 
to take them out. And 1 said you can put a smile on the shooter s 
face because then he realizes that it's a super-pro job and there 
are backup and decoy teams and that's where those shots are 
coming from. Silencers were used extensively These were siomc 
silencers purchased through Mitchell Werbell. 

Tunjmim: What about sabot bullets? 

Hemininv: Well that's what we call a "meat" shot. Putting the shot into the 
1 target's back. It's not a lethal shot. If you want a shot that gives 

you a pristine bullet, that gives it to you. 

Twynmn: Does that explain the shallow back wound? Kennedy's shallow 
back wound? 

emmins and two of his associates (Roy Hargraves and Howard K. Davis were lured as 

jnsultnnls by Oliver Stone for the movie JFK. Hemming told me that his role m he movie 
.a, one of the men on the sixth floor of the School Book Depository Building. This struck 

,e as the ultimate irony. One must admit that Oliver Stone goes to great lengths to get rea - 
im in his movies, despite the criticism that has been heaped upon him. 
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Hemming, 

Tunjmnn: 

Hemming: 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

Yes. And the angle, 44°. 

From a tall building? 

From above. 

Yes, not from the School Book Depository. 

Not likely...they'd of had to shoot through the trees. 

Have you gone into the Steve Rivele interviews of the French 
Connection? 

I've got the whole file. I've talked to a guy that's down in Vegas 
right now that was a cellmate with Christian David. 

Twymnn: 

Hemming: 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

Tioyman: 

Hemming, 

Do you think there's any credence to that? 

Oh, yes. These are your backup teams and1 your 
interesting thing is how they were recruited and all that. We ve 

identified^ recruiter. He died three years ago. And he was m 

a business before. One of his last big jobs was Archbishop 
Romero in El Salvador. He engineered that. He attempted to re- 

cruit me for it-knew that job. So these people were busy and 

known before, and have kept up the good work since then. 

Did you know David Morales? 

Yes, Td run into him. 

And he worked with David Atlee Phillips on some of these 
South American jobs? 

These are all disinformation bits that's common in the business. 

Disinformation? You mean Morales was not one of the CIA 

assassination specialists? 

I can't discount it completely, but at that point in toe he was 

working under Jake Esterline [Pentagon staff officer] at 

JM/WAVE, and it's very possible that they were mom t g, 

•ust as Richard Case Nagell. He [Nagell] was a Soviet agent, and 

the Soviets were trying to use Nagell and others to stop the as 
sassination. 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

I talked to Nagell right before he died. 

Russell could never really get out the fact that the guy had be- 

trayed his country. But like Pollard it was a controlled defection 

Novell was strictly under Jim Anglelon's [counter-mldligena.] 

control. 

Tioyman: Did you ever meet Nagell? 

Hemming: Yes. 
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Hemming: Yes. 

Twyman: When he was down there investigating Alpha 66? 

Hemming: He was down there doing a job for the Soviets. And we found 
out who he was right away. Angleton tipped me off. 

Twyman: Do you think Oswald was an Angleton operation? 

Hemming: When Oswald showed up at the Cuban consulate in Monterey 
Park, l called my contact number for Angleton. I didn't get him 
directly. I didn't talk to Angleton until I flew out to Anacostia 
about a week later, after I'd already dealt with Oswald two or 
three times and visited him at the base, LTA in Santa Ana. And 
then when I got to Anacostia I dealt directly with Angleton, and 
I said you put in a counterpart on me and I don't want you put- 
ting a counterpart on me. I'm going to Cuba right now. I don t 
need some clown that I've never dealt with regardless of the 
fact that he's had similar training as me and all that. It would be 
too risky to do this kind of thing. And he swore that Oswald 
was not a counterpart for me. And that he was not controlling 
Oswald. Well, that's later.* But at that point in time he just said 
"No, I've no plans." In fact he warned me once again about the 
federal statutes I was violating and that I was on my own...as a 
singleton. 

Tun/man: Who do you think was the mastermind, if there was one, be- 
hind the plot? One man who put it all together? 

Hemming: Hoover. That's why Sullivan had to go. I don't think even think Tolson 
* or DeLoach knew about it. Hoover was monitoring it. So at any 

point in time he could put a stop to it. I think Magruder and 
Hoover and others got together and decided he [JFK] had to go. 

Twyman: Magruder? 

Hemming: Yes. General [John] Magruder. He ran the strategic services unit. 
He was the competitor to the CIA. That's military intelligence. 
That's your gestapo in this country. 

Twyman: What about Willoughby? 

♦Here we have an indication that Angleton may have found out about Oswald through 
Hemming. Author A. J. Weberman speculates that Angleton, on his own, sent Oswald to the 
Soviet Union, without anyone in the CIA outside of his counter-intelligence group knowing 
about it. As chief mole-hunter for the CIA, Angleton was chartered to be on his own. No one 
in the CIA had the power to control him, except possibly Allen Dulles, if even Dulles. 
Hemming says, however, that Oswald had earlier been successfully "dangled" to a 
Japanese-Soviet spy ring and later was one of four men sent to Russia to take blame for the 
shoot-down of the U.S. U-2 plane on May 1,1960. 
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Hemming: Willoughby worked for Magruder. 

Twyman: Willoughby worked for H. L. Hunt too. 

Hemming: [Colonel] Bishop worked for Magruder too. Just like Harvey. 
Harvey worked both sides. He worked in direct contact with Sullivan 
and Hoover, and while he was on the CIA payroll. A lot of these peo- 
ple had different loyalties because back in World War II they'd 
excluded OSS from the western hemisphere, so it was the FBI 
guys that had all the intell for the western hemisphere when 
CIA and INR and the State Department picked 'em up. 

Twyman: Do you think Harvey could have been the one who put together 
the plot for Hoover? Hoover's mastermind? 

Hemming: Oh, yes. But Harvey wouldn't be the key guy. [Charles] 
Siragusa in the Federal Bureau of Narcotics is the key guy. 
Siragusa was the top agent in the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 
who did this kind of work. 

Twyman: Did he have the expertise to put together a sophisticated plan 
like that? 

Hemming: Oh, yes. The only agency in the federal government, even to 
this date, that maintains an assassination capability is the nar- 
cotics people. They have to to stay alive. 

Twyman: I noticed in Harvey's notes that he mentions Siragusa. He, 
wrote, "What does Siragusa know?" 

Hemming: Yes, he's the mastermind for the hit team. Narcotics is the only 
way to be on top of intell around the world because you've got 
everybody on your payroll and anything that moves you know 
about it. And most people cooperate with the dopers because 
they don't see them as being political or anything, or even being 
a security threat. 

Tioyman: Yes. Now Hoover was very close to H. L. Hunt. 

Hemming: Oh, yes. 

Twyman: And of course Hunt was close to LBJ. And the three of those 
together made a pretty powerful combination. 

Hemming: But I don't see them sitting around with a tableful of snacks dis- 
cussing this kind of business. They're using cutouts to comimnn- 
cate. They're not talking directly.... Hoover's biggest problem 
was he kind of took some things personal against me. He had 
attempted to blackmail Bobby Kennedy and our liaison (we had 

a liaison with Bobby Kennedy)...and we proceeded to get 
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photographs and information that compromised Hoover, deliv- 
ered them to Bobby Kennedy, and he turned the tables on 
Hoover. Hoover found out who had supplied the information 
so we were number one on Hoover's list from '62 onward.... 

Tun/man: This compromising information. Was that about his sexual...? 

Hemming: His boyfriend in Chicago was [name withheld by author].... 

We've got the photographs. 

Tunjman: What ever happened to them? 

Hemming They're around. Right now we're in the process of going back in 

to see what can be done with the confidential files that were 
seized. There are tremendous blackmail possibilities there even 
at this date. So it's a sensitive thing. All of these confidential 
files were seized and then sealed by people that I worked with. 

Twynian: Now when you say "we," who do you mean? 

Hemming: An anonymous team. We're known as the Interpen bunch 
we even have decoys built into that.* 

Tunjman: What's the purpose of the team? To solve the JFK assassination 
mystery? 

Hemming: No. Get back at the bastards that tried to set us up as the assas- 
sins. They didn't just recruit us, they recruited us to befall guys. We 

*Ai\ FBI report dated January 8, 1963 described Hemming and his Interpen group in unflat- 
tering terms; 

...HEMMING received considerable newspaper publicity which caused adventurers 
from all over the United Slates to come and join his organization. Most of these adventurers 
and mercenaries later became police problems and a number of them have been arrested for 

vagrancy, larceny, bad checks, and other minor offenses. 

Members of HEMMINC's group usually stay in flophouses, eat at the Salvation Army 
and other relief organizations, beg money and food from Cuban refugees, and at times, form 
military training camps. 

Membership in INTERPEN seldom consists of over twenty individuals. However, the 
turnover is high, because the members soon become dissatisfied with the organization's in- 
activity and leadership. During the past two years, HEMMING has visited the majority of 
the Cuban refugee leaders in Miami and has offered his group's services, and requested 
money contributions. However, Cuban refugee leaders are reluctant to participate in any ac- 
tion with HEMMING. At times, HEMMING has attempted to launch military invasions of 
Cuba, and on December 4, 1962, he and twelve others, who were attempting to launch a 
military invasion of Cuba from Marathon, Florida, were arrested by United States Customs 
Agents. 

IDeJetedl advised that although HEMMING claims to be anti-Conimunist, he is amoral, being 
for or against Communism depending on how it personally affects him; he is capable of anything, and 

is motivated by a dream of future economic and political advantage and power in Latin America.... 

(Emphasis added) 

I lemming later told me that by this time, J. Edgar Hoover had targeted him because of 

Hemmings s involvement in obtaining the compromising photographs of Hoover. 
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were supposed to go down under the gun in Miami Interna- 
tional Airport [on November 18,1963] because that was one of 
the primary sites for the assassination. We didn t appreciate 
their efforts. [This is an adamant point with Hemming that the 
FBI and/or MI tried to set him up to be killed in a firefigHt m 
the Miami airport. He says that Howard K. Davis and Roy Har- 
graves will confirm this. Researcher Gordon Winslow says re- 
search of photos at the airport do not show Hemming or his 
group at the event.] 

And who would these bastards be? 

That's what we're still working on. 1 went to work to help get 
some blackmailers off of Marcello's back. I worked to get black- 
mailers off a number of the Texas people's back that were being 
blackmailed by people that actually believe that they partici- 
pated. 

Who participated? 

The shooters. Some of the shooters. Some of the assassins that 
were in the area at the time and were in Chicago and were in 
Miami attempted to get more money because they were prom- 
ised more money, they were blackmailing people that had put 
up money for the job, and it was my job in the late 60s and 70s 
to prove that these people didn't do the job and didn t have the 
money coming. 

Tioummi: Well, I can see where, the anti-Castro Cubans could have people 
J in your Interpen group who could have felt they had been set 

up. 

All of them. All of them, including Felipe, knew we'd been set 
up. 

Do you think these people who were behind all this are still 
very powerful and very deadly? 

Tioyman: 

Hemming: 

Twyman: 

Hemming, 

Hemming: 

Tzuyman: 

Hemming, They never stopped doing their work. It's a continuous event. 
You see, people don't understand. The coup didn't occur in No- 
vember. The coup had already occurred before the inaugura- 
tion. Kennedy never took power as the president He never 
functioned as the real president. This is what Eisenhower was 
warning about. They'd done the same thing to him. They d 
caused him to cease functioning as a president himself. 

Twyman: The military-industrial complex? 
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Timjmtui: But all emanating from some central group? 

Hemming: All monitored from very powerful people.... 

Twyman: Then this powerful group goes beyond the CIA? 

Hemming: Oh, yes. Oh, yes [laughs]. You won't find it printed anywhere. 

Twyman: But one of the problems is that what you talk about is so fantas- 

. tic that it becomes unbelievable. 

Hemming: Unless you've been in the business, you will never understand. 

It's family tradecraft. It is devious. You almost have to develop 

a criminal mind to understand it. Most of these things were de- 

veloped by the Soviets. And most of them to perfection and 

great remuneration. Billions of dollars by the narcotics people. 

They have to be the best in the business. 

Twyman: The joint ventures of intelligence and narcotics in siphoning off 

of money for covert operations? That money must stick to some 

of the people's hands personally too. 

Hemming: That's the only incentive. You put your ass on the line. That was 

one of the things I specialized in the '70s. If you're a gunrunner, 

you have an in at the palace level throughout the planet. If 

you're a doper, you have control of the palace level in every 

country throughout the planet. 

Tunjmnn: You have the opportunity of getting rich too? 

GERALD PATRICK HEMMING 

Hemming: That's what he called it. The prime financiers were the weapons 
manufacturers, Hanford and Rocky Flat's people. They put up 

the biggest bucks. 

Twyman: You mean they joined forces even with the Texas right-wing oil 

people? 

Hemming: Oh no, these are independent operations. 

Twyman: So there are two independent operations between the Texas 

group and the others? 

Hemming: No, you have a multiple of independent operations (Ramfis 

Trujillo, Papa Doc).... They financed the movement of people, 

the equipment, the setting up of teams, so that if it went down 

in Miami it would be a particular team that was unknown to the 

other teams. If it went down in Chicago or in Tampa or in San 

Antonio or in Dallas, these were totally separate finance^!*, 

teams, financed by different sponsors. ^— 

671 
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Hemming: Oh, yes. 

Twyman: Why do you think that William Pawley committed suicide? 

Hemming: Same cop [hit man] that did Bill Pawley did President Prio. This 
was a hit. He knew it was coming, too. He'd been convinced 
that his participation had gone awry and that he'd become a 
traitor to his own country. Anybody who takes up arms against 
the executive is a traitor. You attempt to assassinate a president, 
you're a traitor to your country. It's high treason. 

Twyman: Let's go back to these meetings in Dallas with General Walker. It 
just seems amazing, these meetings. You were there. Vidal was 
there. And Bishop was there. 

Hemming: Not all at once, though. 

Twyman: Not all at once. And discussions were held on assassinating 
Kennedy. I don't think I got it clear yet what you believe the 
purpose of these meetings were. Were they actually to recruit 
you or to set you up? 

Hemming: We never determined what. But we always treated them as a 
genuine operation when they were going down. 

Twyman: But they didn't materialize? There was no agreement reached? 

Hemming: No, the problem with Walker was we dealt with him during the 
missile crisis and then the situation we were working on in the 
missile crisis was disrupted by James Meredith going in to Old 
Miss {University of Mississippi]. So here's Walker getting him- 
self to doing the Old Miss situation which tended to alienate the 
Cubans from him. Because now he was a racist. So now we had 
a problem even having Walker involved. We had a number of 
former first Special Service force people in the loop, and of 
course Walker had a bad reputation while he was in the Devil's 
Brigade as being a homosexual, and then in some of these meet- 
ings a couple of my people made rather frank comments in his 
living room about his boyfriends coming down the staircase 
and all that. So it was a situation where Walker would be the 
military guy that stood in front of the John Birehers (very few of 
the John Birehers would put their money where their mouth 
was), and Walker could be utilized to head up a special cam- 
paign and that the funding would come from the right wing 
and they would accomplish certain goals, and that was it. But as 
far as participation in operations, Walker excluded himself from 
that. 
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Tivyman: 

Hemming 

Tivyman: 

Hemming: 

Tivyman: 

Hemming: 

Tivyman: 

Hemming: 

So you don't think he was involved in the JFK assassination? 

Oh, there's a high possibility that he was. But to that point in 
time we were kind of loosening our contacts with him. Our last 
contact with Walker was July 4,1963 when we flew out there for 
a meeting. 

That's you and Vidal? 

No, Howard Davis.* 

Howard Davis and you? 

Right. And we were somewhat chagrined that Walker would be 
so careless when we talked to the wee hours of the morning, 'til 
5:00 in the morning, and this was after a shot has been fired 
through his window and he doesn't even draw the drapes. 

This is right after that shot? 

Yes, this is July. And we thought, well, this is piss-pooFcmae^ 
craft here because he's either a total nut and he's not keeping 
his cover up, because we figured he engineered the thing him- 
self...and that if ever important people had heard by a chance 
remark that he spent hours, in the wee hours of the morning, 
with his blinds open, it would cause suspicions to go back 
against him as having himself engineered the attempt. And that 
kind of turned us off too, because he wasn't even conscious of 
the fact that whether you're brave or not you always draw your 
curtains, especially after you've been shot at. It's impolite to 
have your guests exposed to the risk. 

Tivyman: So, in those meetings. Walker talked about assassination of 
Kennedy? 

Hemming: Not directly, no. 

Tivyman: Not directly. Did you have meetings with H. L. Hunt? 

Hemming: Yes, these things...the code word at that point in time, post- 
missile crisis, seemed to be to hit on Fidel, don't bother about 

^Howard K. Davis was Hemming's most trusted associate, perhaps his equal or senior part- 
ner. Hemming described Davis in comradely, affectionate terms, calling him "Davey." Davis, 
a decorated ex-Army Airborne Ranger, was a pilot flying arms to Raul Castro during the 
Cuban revolution and later became a pilot for an airline on the East Coast of the U.S. Davis 
was 33 years old at the time of the Kennedy assassination. Gary Shaw, who met Davis, de- 
scribes him ns quite different from Hemming in that Davis is very quiet. According to 
Fonzi's notes in an HSCA document that Hemming gave me, Howard Davis was Interpen's 
contact man with the Mafia. Davis also was coordinator with New York financier Theodore 
Racoosin in the Pawley-Bayo affair. Racoosin was well connected to the White House. 
(Warren Hinckle & William Turner, Deadly Secrets.) 
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commando operations or any of this kind of business. We'll put 
our money into taking out the top people in Cuba. We don 
want to hear about anything else. 

Twyman: But the code ions Fidel equals JFK? 

Hemming: Exactly. 

Twyman: I'll of course want to write about all this. 

Up,yes I was going to do a book two years ago, spent months with 
an author, just to have threats made to various publishers. 

Throughout the interview. Hemming talked unhesitatingly and 

naturally, indicating .0 nte that he was either very canM or 1 ad 
carefully outlined everything he was going to say. He used none ot 
theprofanity for which he is renowned, and was generally very ar- 
ticuHteand^esponsive. This would change in the face-to-face inter- 

VieWTo deal with this flood of material, I decided to do what I've 
done before for reaching conclusions: I would use for conditions o y 

the material that could be corroborated with other evidence But I wot 
“h r relevant material and let the reader use his or he own 
judgment's to what to do with it. For this first interview, the di- 
rectly useful material boiled down to the following: 

(1) Hemming's confirmation of his statement to Dick Russell 
in 1992 that Felipe Vidal traveled to Dallas in the week e 
fore the assassination and attended a meeting wii 
wealthy Dallas businessmen (the, Hunts), who 1 n 
want to discuss "operational plans. 

(2) Hemming's confirmation of the white 1957 Chevrolet m 
which Vidal was driven to Dallas, thus further substantiat- 
ing Vidal's visit with Walker and bringing Vidal into the 

Walker shooting incident. 

(3) Hemming's statements concerning General Walker's stag- 
Sg of the shooting incident in April 1963, adding behev- 
ability to the suspicion that it was staged. 

(4) Hemming's acknowledgment that he knew Colonel 
William Bishop. 

(5) Hemming's acknowledgment that he himself attended 
some of these meetings in Dallas mentioned Y 0 one 

Bishop, and also attended a meeting with John Martino, 
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Vidal, Sam Giancana, Chuck Nicoletti, and Santo 
Trafficante in Miami in which Hoffa money was ex- 
changed. This is consistent with Florence Martino's state- 
ments and FBI reports in the preceding chapter, as well as 
the evidence of Giancana's and Trafficante's involvement 
in the assassination. (By "consistent" I mean that Mrs. 
Martino stated to the HSCA that her husband knezu Gerry 
Hemming, and an FBI report confirmed Vidal's relationship with 
John Martino.) 

As the interview came to an end, I invited him to visit San 
Diego for an extended face-to-face interview. I offered him the op- 
tion of my going to Florida or paying the expenses for him to come 
to San Diego. He chose to come to San Diego, saying that he hadn't 
seen two of his brothers (who lived in Pomona, California) for iruv 

years and would take advantage of being in California to visit them. 
I offered to rent him a hotel room or have him stay as a guest at my 
home. Hemming chose to be a house guest, saying it would give us 
time to talk over more extended periods. 

Before proceeding with the second interview, some back- 
ground on Roy Hargraves and Felipe Vidal will be useful: 

Roy Emory Hargraves was born on February 14, 1940 in St. 
Louis, Missouri. He was only twenty-three years old at the time of 
the JFK assassination. Dade County, Florida police records dated 
March 2, 1965 describe Hargraves as "5-10" tall, white male, 165 
pounds, hazel eyes and brown hair." FBI records3 show a long 
string of arrests starting when Hargraves was seventeen years old. 
The first arrest charge was "AWOL/escape from Lackland Air Force 
Base, confinement 9 months." More arrests and/or incarcerations 
continued through 1958 to 1963, for burglary, grand theft, shoplift- 
ing, vagrancy, and violation of U.S. Neutrality Act and violation of 
National Firearms Act. His occupation was listed as "decorator." 
The grand theft arrests resulted in sentencing to prison in Arizona 
for 2 to 3 years. He next appeared in the records arrested in June 
1960 for burglary. The arrests for violation of U.S. Neutrality Act 
and National Firearms Act were in 1962 and 1963 after he became 
associated with Hemming in a patriotic crusade, CIA sanctioned, to 
topple Castro. In 1968/'69, Hargraves became known as the "Mad 
Bomber" for bombing both the SDS Peace Center and the Black Pan- 
ther Headquarters in Los Angeles as part of Operation CHAOS 
which, according to Hemming, was an illegal CIA covert program 
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